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Based on the description,
draw a picture of Murphy.

What details about Murphy,s
appearance are missing?

3. List the descriptors in the paragraph.
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Review of Basic Composition Skills
SENTENCES:
A sentence is a group of words that expresses a complete thought. All sentences start with
ital letter and end with some form of punctuation.
Declarative Sentence: A declarative sentence makes a statement. It ends with
EXAMPLE: I went sledding down a big hill.

a cap-

a period.

Interrogative Sentence: An interrogative sentence asks a question. It ends with a question
mark.

EXAMPLE: Will it rain tomorrow?
Exclamatory Sentence: An exclamatory sentence makes a forceful statement. It ends with
an exclamation point.
EXAMPLE: Our team won the game!

Imperative Sentence: An imperative sentence gives a command. It ends with a period or

an

exclamation point.

EXAMPLE: Please bring me the book. Watch out!
Compound

Sentences:

{r

To make your writing more interesting, use sentences of different lengths. You can combine two
short sentences into a compound sentence. A compound sentence contains two or more simple
sentences that are joined by a conjunction. A comma is usually used before the conjunction in a
compound sentence.

EXAMPLE'
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TRANSITIONAL WORDS AND PHRASES:
Words that connect sentences or paragraphs are called transitional words. They include timeorder words, space-order words, and words that help to clarify.

, Time-Order Words: first, next, last
Space-Order Words: beneath, near, above
Words that Clarify: for instance, however, therefore
CAPITALIZATION RULES:
Capitalize
Capitalize
Capitalize
Capitahze
Capitalize
Capitalize
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the first word of every sentence. Capitalize the names of months and days.
the names of holidays.
CapitaLize the pronoun L
proper nouns.
Capitalize the first word of a direct quotation.
the first word in the greeting and closing of a letter.
the first and every important word in a title.
titles or abbreviations with a person's name.
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Let's Describe
Descriptive writing is a type of writing that attempts to share with the reader a complete word picture of the subject. For example, the author must use words dealing
with the color, age, size, shape, Scent, sound, material, texture, behavior, weight, and
temperature. The use of descriptive words and phrases makes the writing more interesting and gives the reader a better understanding of events, problems, characters,
and settings. Descriptive writing makes the subject come alive. When this happens,
it becomes easier for the reader to become involved with the characters and their
problems.

Read the following example of descriptive

writing. Then answer the questions.

My little brother Andrew had a very large, fluffy, black dog. The dog's name was Murphy.
A white blaze decorated her forehead and one of her legs. Her shiny coat glistened.
Murphy was very smart. By the time she was one year old, Murphy was already well
trained. She could fetch many different things when instructed. Her favorite toy was a soft, red,
rubber ball with a high-pitched squeak.

Murphy was a very friendly dog. She w$s very quiet and seldom barked or growled. In her
friendliness, Murphy would run to anyone who came near. Playful Murphy might tug on your
pant leg or sleeve if given the chance. Those who knew her understood that she just wanted to
play. Strangers, however, were often frightened at the sight of this big, shaggy dog running at
them. They, too, soon learned that they had nothing to fear from this gentle giant. Murphy was
probably the most popular dog in our neighborhood!

l.

Based on the description, draw a picture of Muryhy.

2. What details about Murphy's appearance

are missing?

3. List the descriptors in the paragraph.
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Sentence Combining
In order to make your writing more interesting and readable, try to combine shoft, choppy
tences into one longer, smoother sentence. In this way, you will eliminate repeated words.

EXAMPLE: The garden has beautiful flowers. The garden has tall

sen-

shade trees. The garden has

gurgling fountains.
The garden has beautiful flowers, tall shade trees, and gurgling fountains.

You can also combine two or more simple sentences into a compound sentence by using a conjunction. Common conjunctions ate and, but, andor Usually, a comma is placed before the conjunction to separate the two clauses. If the clauses are short and closely related, however,
the
comma is often omitted---especially

if

the conjunction is and.

EXAMPLE: I wanted to buy a book. The bookstore was closed.
I wanted to buy a book, but the bookstore was closed.

Combine Them!
combine each set of short sentences into a longer more effective one.
1. John can wear his checked shirt. John can wear his red shirt.

2. Iplanted tall, red tulips. I planted
3. Andrew likes water

4. Danny reached

pretty, yellow daffodils.

sports best. His brother likes ice hockey best.

the tallest shelf. He put his new shiny trophy there.

5. will you use the big, blue

cooler?

will

you use the small, red cooler?

6. Julia wanted to go to the beach. It was a cool, rainy

7. Daryl has a pick-up

day.

truck. It is silver and black.

8. We played a new game in gym class. We had a test in gym

class.

Writing Activity
Use sentence combining to write a paragraph describing a recent shopping experience.

:
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[Jsing Synon]rms
\ou can impror-e t'our descriptive *'riting by using
:\non\ns instead of repeating uords. There is usually a shade of difference in the meanings of

S1non1-ms are n'ords u ith sirnil.rr rneanings.

:\

rxofl\.rrS. This shade of dift-erence makes some synonyms better than others in cenain sentences
an,J eren \\'rong in some. Sy'nonyms help make your writing more precise. more correct, and

more interesting.

E\A\IPLE: In order to repair

the machine, I will need tools.
In order to repair the dishwasher, I will need pliers, a wrench, and some screws.

Replace Them!
Replace the second underlined word in each sentence with a synonym.
use vour dictionary or thesaurus for help.

l.

The scared child was too scared to fall asleep.

l.

The small hummingbirds built a small nest.

3. The unusual house

If you cannot think of one,

has an unusual history.

-1. The sad story made me feel sad.

Write two synonyms with a shade of difference for each of the following words:

L big
2. like

9.

3. begin

11. dangerous

-1.

10. fast

thin

12. eat
13. glad

5. smile
6.

walk

unhappy

t

14. smart

7. say

15. look

8. tasty

16. unhappy

Writing Activity
Write sentences of your own using

at least two synonyms in each. Underline the synonyms.

1.

2.
J.
O Educational Impressions, Inc.
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Strong Verbs
Verbs express action or a state of being. It is important to use exact verbs in your
writing. Many
verbs are overused. Try not to rely on common verbs such as say, look,
or walk. Which sentence
paints a clearer word picture?
Zachary walked down the street.

Zachary fled down the street.

of being verbs link the subjecf with something in the predicate. The most common state of
being verb is be and its other forms: am, is, are, was, were, being, and been. If you use these
verbs too often, your writing may become boring. Try to substitute other state of being verbs for
be- You might also change fhe senfence so that an action verb is used.
State

Summer is my favorite season.
Summer remains my favorite season.
I love the summer season best.

Which Is Stronger?
For each set, circle the sentence with the stronger or more exact verb.
1. The players are on the field.
The players ran onto the field.
n
2. We are going home tomorrow.
We fly home tomoffow.
3. My dog behaves well.

4. Mark ate his meal of steak and potatoes.

My dog is well behaved.
Mark devoured his meal of steak and potatoes.

5. The egg was rotten.

The egg smelled rotten.

6. Many people cover the beach.

The beach is crowded with people.

I . The principal looked at the prankster.

The principal glared at the prankster.

8. Mother walked around the block.

Mother strolled around the block.

Rewrite each sentence using a stronger verb in each.
1.

Mario was late getting to the dentist.

' 2. Ling is her grandmother's favorite.

3.My dog is good.
Writing Activity
Write a short paragraph about an endangered animal. Try to use strong, exact verbs.

l0
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Expanding Sentences Using
Adjectives, Adverbs, and Prepositions
-{djectives are used to describe nouns and pronouns. They can add colorful details and information to vour writing. The second sentence provides a better word picture than the first.
The actress wore a gown. The beautiful actress wore a sequined gown.

\\'hat other adjectives might describe the noun actress to provide

a better

word picture?

\Vhat other adjectives might describe the noun gown to provide a better word picture?

^{dverbs are used to modify, or qualify, the meaning of verbs, adjectives, and other adverbs. They
tell how, when, where, and to what extent. The correct use of adverbs can improve your writing.
The second sentence provides a better word picture.
The audience applauded the thrilling performance.
The audience loudly applauded the very thrilling performance.

what other adverbs could be used to modify the verb apprauded?

what other adverbs could be added to modify the adjective thrilting?

Prepositions relate words to other words in a sentence. Prepositional phrases can be used to
tell
how, when, or where. The second sentence provides a better word piciure.
The child

played.

The child played in the puddle.

what other prepositional phrases could be used in order to change the scene?

Writing Activity
Write a description of a favorite family outing. Be sure to include adjectives, adverbs, and prepositional phrases to expand your sentences and to make your writing more interesting. UnJerine
1'our adjectives. Circle your adverbs. Put two lines under your prepositional phrases.
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Time Order and Position Order
Time order is the way in which things happen in time. In your writing, start at the beginning and give
details in the order in which they occur. Here are some time-order words and phrases to help you.

after

afterward
earlier

before

meanwhile

all of a sudden

at

once

at the same time

finally first immediately last
next soon then until when

later

Position-order, or space-order, words and phrases help to organize descriptive details in your
writing. Organize details from top to bottom, front to back, near to far, left to right, or the reverse.
Here are some position-order words and phrases to help you.

below

distance

ahead

around

at a

close to

halfway

in back of

above

near

next to

outside

at the left (right)

of inside
oYer toward under up
in front

behind
midway
upon

Put Them in Order
Put the following sentences in the correct time order.
Then a light rain began gently falling.
Gusts of wind signaled the storm's arrival.

At last it was calm.
The light rain was followed by the pinging of hailstones and heavy rain on the roof.

Happily, the morning sun showed us that the storm had done little damage.
Put the following sentences in the correct space order.

\

As the speck came closer, it got larger, and I could determine that it was a sailboat.

I looked out toward the horizon and saw a tiny speck.
At last the boat was close enough that I could see my father waving from the deck.
When I arrived at the dock, I expected to see my father, but he wasn't there.
When it was about halfway in, I recognized rt as my father's boat.

Writing Activity
Write a description of a favorite place using time order or space order.

l2
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Alliteration and Assonance
Alliteration is the repetition of a the

same consonant or consonant blend sound at the beginning

of two or more stressed svllables.
The big bad bear is back.
Assonance is the repetition of a the same vowel sound with different consonants in two or more
stressed syllables.
Joe is going alone.

Create Alliterations
Think of as many words as you can that begin with the letters s, t, r, m, and w. Write them on
another sheet of paper. Then use those words to create alliterative sentences.
S:

T:
R:

M:
W:

Create Assonance
Think of as many words as you can that have the same vowel sounds in their stressed syllables.
Write them on another sheet of paper. (Remember, they may have different spelling patterns.) Use
your list to heip you write three sentences with assonance.

Writing Activity
Write a short poem about your favorite amusement ride. Use alliteration or assonance.

@
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Similes and Metaphors
Authors and poets often use literary devices called figures of speech to make their writing more
colorful. In figures of speech, words and phrases have meanings that are different from their usual
ones. Here are some types of figurative language.

SIMILES

A simile makes a comparison of two dissimilar things using words such as like or

as.

EXAMPLE: The frost looked like delicate lace upon the window.

METAPHORS
A metaphor compares two dissimilar things without using words such
comparison by saying something is something else.

as like or as.

It makes the

EXAMPLE: The frost was delicate lace upon the window'

Idenffi
Read

l.

the Figure of Speech
the following sentences. Tell'if

each contains a simile or a metaphor'

She looked like a giant plum in her oversized purple sweater.

2. Her eyes lit up like the lights on a Christmas tree.
3. The setting sun was a red balloon in the evening sky'

What's Being ComPared?

Decide if each is a simile or a metaphor and write S or M after each. Then write the two things
being compared on the lines.
1.

and

Mary is busy as a bee.

2. }ler hair is as white as snow.
in the sky.
3. The colorful parachutes are confetti

and
and

-

4. Our apartment is an oven.

and

5. My desk is a disaster zone.-

and

6. The laundry is a mountain of- dirty clothes.

and

-

7. She's as stubborn as a mule.
8. The street became our ballpark.

and
and

Writing Activity
Write sentences using similes or metaphors.

t.
2.
a

J.

4.

l4
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Personification
Personification is the bestowing of human qualities upon inanimate objects or abstract ideas.
Like other forms of figurative language, personification adds excitement and interest to your writing.
The branches of the tree reached out and pulled at my clothing.

What Is Being Personified?
For each sentence circle the thing that is being personified. Underline the words that bestow the
human qualities. For instance, in the above example you would have circledbranches and underlined reached out and pulled.
1.

The tree gobbled up my kite.

2.The snow smacked me in the face.
3. The wind tore at the shutters all night.

4. The mud held me tight in its grip.
5. The huge wave banged at the door.

6. The ocean beckoned me to go to it.

Using Personification
Rewrite the following sentences using persoiification.
1. The vines covered everything.

2.The old lighthouse marked a safe way home.

3. I could feel a gentle breeze on my shoulders.

4. The campfire kept the pesky mosquitoes away.

Writing Activity
Choose an item in your desk at home or at school. Write a descriptive paragraph about it. Use at
least two examples of personification in your description.

@
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Hyperbole
Hy.perbole is a figure of speech which expresses much more or less
than the truth. It is a huge
era-egeration used to make or emphasize a point. It is not literally
true, and listeners are not
erpected to think that it is. Hyperbole is often humorous. Examples
of hyperbole are found in
Foetry, in literature, and in everyday language. Using hyperbole can make you, oerc.iptive writine experience fun for both you and your readers!

I tried to do it a thousand times.

Let's Exaggerate!
Find the hyperbole in each of the following statemenfs. Exp)a)n
the outiandish part of each.
l

]I-r-books weigh aton.

l

He runs faster than a train.
That horse runs like the wind.

-t

He's so strong, he can

lift a car with

one hand.

-i. Paul Bunyan used a pine tree as his comb.
5

The beanstalk reached into the clouds.

I'm

so hungry,

I could eat a horse.

S. I'd sir,e a million dollars to know what you,re thinking.

Itritirtg Activity
\\ rite Vour own tall tale explaining the existence of a wonder of nature. Describe the natural wonder and how it was formed. Use hyperbole to give your tale interest, excitement, and humor.

It

Desciptive Writinp
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Using the Five Senses
Involving the five senses is one way to make descriptive writing come alive for your readers.
Without really trying, you involve your readers in what you have written.
Sound: The memory of the melodious ringing of the bells stayed in my mind.

Categorize

It

Categorize the following words and phrases according to the sense(s) involved. You may put them
in more than one category. Add your own words and phrases.

sap sweet rolls firecrackers hot-pink crayon velvet pillow
hot water moonlight rose garden sour milk crash snow wind
amtlulance siren sunset sandpaper rotten eggs forest gingerbread
sticky tape hot apple pie ice cream sundae thick, soft blanket
pine

SIGHT

SOUND

TASTB

TOUCH

SMELL

Writing Activity
Write sentences using descriptive words and phrases involving each of the senses.
SIGHT:
SOUND:
TASTE:
TOUCH:

SMELL:
@
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Mood
characteriby the author,s words. Settings, actions,
selecMood is the feeling or effect that is created
certain moods. Read the following
convey
to
written
be
all
can
zations, and descriptions

tionsfromfamiliarnovelsandthinkabouthowthesepassagesmakeyoufeel.
O'Dell
lsland of the Blue Dolphins' by Scott
that some day I
;eli nigtt, i sat there with the body of my brother and did not sleep. I vowed
in the cave' I would kill all of them'"
would !o back and kill the wild dogs

l.

2.

Across Five

Aprils' by Irene Hunt

for them' "her arms u'ere held out
were lifted ftom the April
ran towari her, all thJshado*s
he
when
moment
that
for
to Jethro, and
Morning."
,.A

little distance up the road...Jenny stood

at the gate' waiting

Rawls

3. Where the Red Fern Grows' by Wilson
" 'Then I saw them-two burning' yellow eyes-staring
closed in."t
tree. I stopped....Again the silence

of the
at me from the shadoul toliage

Down the Moon, bY Scott O'Dell
of their bark
corn and melons' the peach trees striPPed
and
beans
of
fields
ruined
the
"We passed
our faces."
We turned away our eyes and set
and branches, our burned-out homes'

4.

Sing

Writing ActivitY
write

a sentence to convey each

and phrases that fit the mood'
of the following moods' Use words

Happiness

Fear

Anger

Astonishment

Thankfulness
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Brainstorming
Brainstorming is a gd way to get exact or unusual words to use in your writing. Think of as
many words and phrases to describe each of the following common objects as you can' Set a time
limit. When the tirne is up, your teacher or one of the students will write the answers on the board.
Add those descriptive words and phrases which you don't have to your lists. Try to be creative
and to think of things in different ways.
ROCK

TREE

CAR

SHOE

BOAT

BOOK

Wrifing Activily
Write d p"rrgr+h abou

one of the objects above using descriptive words and phrases from your

list.
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